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Office of the Vice Provost for Instruction
A note from the Vice Provost
Dear Colleagues,                                                                                             
 
With the cycle of the academic calendar bringing us once again to the close
of one year and anticipating the next year, I find myself reflecting on our
journey together as we individually and collectively sought to create learning
opportunities that mattered. Among the many lessons we have learned
these past two years, I have come to appreciate the gift of every moment we
have together, where we can be present, wholly present, with each
other….in person. I am grateful for Teams, for sure. I am even more grateful
that there is a world where Teams is not required.
 
I also think about the many missed opportunities I have had to stop and
speak, to listen, because I was concerned about an approaching deadline or pending meeting. But,
my demanding schedule and my list of necessary tasks pales when I consider the significant work
that happens within our classrooms, laboratories, and simulation labs. Thank you for that, my very
thoughtful and kind colleagues.
 
Let us enjoy the ceremonies associated with this season and let us also prepare for being present
with all of our new students (e.g., undergraduate, graduate, residents) as we prepare for a new
season over the summer. I know there is much to do as we all prepare for orientations and transitions
this summer. I also know I have much to be thankful for as I close this academic year. And so I leave
with a piece of a quote from Adlai Stevenson as he spoke to a graduating class at Princeton: “You will
go away with old, good friends. And don't forget when you leave why you came.” When I see students
at graduation and over the summer, I will strive always to remember why this work matters. Thank
you, colleagues, for always making Teaching Matter.
 
Sincerely,
 
Zach Kelehear
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55 Honors Students Represent AU at
Conferences
Fifty-five students represented the Augusta University
Honors Program between March 24 and the end of April
at a variety of academic and professional conferences,
including Kinesiology Research Day, the CURS
Undergraduate Research and Fine Arts Conference
(URFA), the CURS Student Research Seminar Series,
the National Council on Undergraduate Research
conference, the Southern Regional Honors Council
conference, Southeastern Estuarine Research Society
Annual Meeting and Posters on the Hill.

Validating Research Experience for
Undergraduates
Are you mentoring an undergraduate researcher via an
internship, paid, or volunteer position? Make sure that
students have their research experiences recorded on
their official transcript by having students register through
CURS. The benefits of putting the experience in ‘black
and white’ reach both faculty and students: faculty are
listed as the instructor of record for each student mentee,
which can be included in the annual evaluation. CURS
zero credit courses are tuition-free for students and it
benefits them to have an official AU record of research
participation for as many semesters are they are engaged
in a project. 

Innovate 2022 provides friendly competition to solve real-
world problems
The Innovate 2022 competition came to its exciting conclusion in the Georgia Cyber Center on March
31st, 2022. Our competition sponsored by the Office of the President, the Office of the Provost, and
the Center for Instructional Innovation aims to engage students and faculty through discovery and
innovation for the benefit of our communities. The pitched ideas showed outstanding solutions which
demonstrated creative solving problem utilizing resources in unique ways. They were measured on
creativity, sustainability, viability, and presentation by a panel of four guest judges.
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How can Career Services Help to Build
Learning Outcomes into Career
Competencies for Student Success?
Regardless of major, students must be able to effectively
demonstrate core competencies that are essential to the
workplace to successfully thrive as emerging
professionals. Let’s connect to see how Career Services
can collaborate with you in the classroom to champion
these facets that are critical to the development of all
students.

Need to refer to a previous issue of the Office of the Vice Provost’s Teaching Matters? Each monthly
issue of Teaching Matters has also been preserved in Scholarly Commons. A note by the Vice
Provost for Instruction, Dr. Zach Kelehear, introduces the issue each month. Table of Contents
include information in the areas of Innovation Updates, Faculty and Staff Updates, and Student
Updates. See the complete collection on the Augusta University Open Repository

FYE SYE Updates

Jaguar Jumpstart
Honors our Seniors
As a learning community, JJSP
supports its students throughout
their college experience.  On
April 26, we not only celebrated
completion of another academic
year (a huge milestone), but also
the upcoming graduation of our
senior students (a MAJOR
milestone!)  JJSP students
receive a cord, honoring them for
their completion of college and
their future pathways, too.

Read more »

Save the Date:
Freshman Convocation
2022
Join us as we welcome the Class
of 2026 to Augusta University.
Please save the date for
Freshman Convocation 2022 on
Tuesday, August 16, 2022 on the
Summerville Campus: 10:00 AM
- Ceremony in the Science Field
and 10:30 AM - College Brunch
in the “Grove”.

Read more »

Half-Way There
Celebration for
Sophomores
On Wednesday, April 20,
FYE/SYE celebrated the
academic achievement of
students who are now
officially “Half-Way” through
college. Acknowledging
milestones is an important
part of the retention
process. 

Read more »
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